FREIGHT BROKERAGE services

Cutting edge technology, real-time visibility, single point
of accountability. XPO makes shipping easy.
XPO is the second largest freight brokerage firm in North America, with an expansive
network of branches that includes Mexico-based operations. We have approximately
7,000 trucks under contract for drayage, expedite and last mile, and carrier relationships
representing another 1 million trucks. But it’s our service infrastructure that turns these
numbers into on-time pickups and deliveries: our major capacity management hubs in Atlanta,
Charlotte and Chicago; strategic account managers that understand large companies; and
technology that gives us a bird’s eye view of lanes, pricing and market conditions in seconds.

EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES
■

	
Full truckload (TL): dry vans, refrigerated, flatbeds (specialized and permitted), dropdecks

and oversized

■

	
Less-than-truckload (LTL): standard, volume, expedite, guaranteed and refrigerated

■

	
Intermodal drayage: container on flat car (COFC), trailer on flat car (T0FC), transloading

and piggyback

■

	
E xpedite: cargo vans, sprinters, straight trucks, tractor-trailers and lift gates, with options

for pallet jacks and inside deliveries

■

	
Heavy haul: oversized or overweight, dropdecks, double drops, permitted and specialized

■

	
Multinational: brokered solutions in North America and Europe through one source

TYPES OF GOODS
Consumer goods between manufacturers, warehouses, distributors and retailers
Industrial flows of inbound raw materials and parts, and outbound finished goods
Temperature-sensitive goods, such as climate-controlled movements of pharmaceutical,
medical and other sensitive freight
High value, high security goods transported with capabilities for special handling
Government freight, commodities and second destination shipments
ADDITIONAL TYPES QUOTED ON REQUEST.

over
50,000

customers served with
a single-minded focus
on world-class service.

Contact us: 855 744-7976
freightbrokerage@xpo.com

Freight Brokerage solutions and service

Many shippers, particularly large companies,
find it reassuring to have XPO at hand for
truckload, LTL, expedite, drayage and heavy
haul. That’s because truck-finding can be
a serious challenge for shippers, making it
more difficult to secure the optimal
equipment and price. XPO has your solutions:

FREIGHT OPTIMIZER TECHNOLOGY
We believe that technology can truly revolutionize how goods
are shipped, and we’re committed to expanding the cuttingedge systems that already serve our customers. You can
benefit immediately from:
■

the most efficient transportation options

■

Deep and growing capacity. By drawing on multiple layers of
capacity, we have the resources to find you trucks when others
can’t. We have thousands of contracted carriers and owneroperators under our authority.
Passionate about on-time. Ultimately it’s our fierce commitment
to world-class service that turns trucks into solutions for you. We
take a do-or-die approach to on-time performance, and execute
for follow-through and communication.
Rigorous standards for carriers. We use automated updates to
monitor safety ratings, insurance qualifications and operating
authorities in real-time.
Integrated services, one point of contact. We can easily provide
you with integrated services for the other links in your supply
chain, including intermodal, expedite, air charter, last mile,
supply chain solutions and global forwarding—all through one
point of accountability.

	Algorithms, pricing tools and market analytics that identify

	
A comprehensive carrier rating engine and detailed

scorecard

■

	
Truck capacity information weighted by cost and

performance to speed procurement

■

	
D ynamic load optimization for transactional shipments to

determine truckload, LTL or intermodal

■

	
R obust track and trace technology that informs customer

communications

■

	
C ustomer-speciﬁc business rules to manage carrier

assignment, routing and execution

■

	
E xpert integration with your company’s systems through

EDI or web

■

	
S ecure, online customer portal capabilities for booking,

tracking, and carrier pricing visibility

FREIGHT BROKER AGE: 13777 Ballantyne Corporate Place, Suite 400, Charlotte, NC 28277

To learn more about XPO Logistics services for truckload, less-than-truckload, intermodal, highly-engineered supply
chain solutions, contract logistics, last mile, expedite, global forwarding and managed transportation, visit xpo.com.
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